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2ABSTRACT
To enable the design of new products and services that are
accurately responsive to user needs, market researchers must bring
relevant need information and solution information together with
problem-solvers at a common location. Traditionally, market
researchers have addressed this problem by designing methods to
collect need-related information from users, analyze it and transfer it
to manufacturer-based product and service developers. These
methods have been successful under many conditions. However,
they inevitably encounter difficulties when information related to
user needs is "sticky" - very costly or impossible to transfer from
users to manufacturers.
In this paper we first show that information related to user
needs is in fact often sticky. We then show that, when this is the
case, it can be advantageous to shift product or service design
activities to the site of sticky information rather than striving to shift
the sticky information from users to manufacturer-based developers.
Achieving this new partitioning of innovation process tasks will
require new marketing research methods that are complementary to
existing ones. Extant work towards this end is summarized, and
additional possibilities are discussed.
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"Sticky Information" and New Market Research Methods
1. Introduction
A central goal of the field of marketing research is to enable the
development of products and services that are accurately responsive to user
needs. Traditionally, market researchers have addressed this goal by developing
methods that collect information related to product and service needs from users
and transfer it to manufacturers for analysis and response. Such "manufacturer-
based" methods are very effective under many conditions. However, they
inevitably encounter difficulties when information related to user needs is
"sticky," or costly to transfer from one site to another.
In this paper we explore the relationship between sticky information and
types of marketing research methodologies appropriate for new product and
service development. We begin by reporting that need and/or solution
information needed by product and service designers is often sticky at user and/or
manufacturer sites (section 2). Next, we find that patterns in information
stickiness can affect the most cost-effective location for product and service
design activities. For example, when market researchers and developers require
access to very sticky need-related information that is located at user sites, it can
be cost-effective to shift product and service design activities to those user sites
(section 3). Finally, we explore work being carried forward by a number of
researchers that is leading both towards marketing research methods appropriate
to user-based design activities, and towards methods appropriate to a pattern in
which design activities iterate between user and manufacturer (section 4). These
methods will complement existing, manufacturer-based marketing research
approaches in that they are appropriate to different points in the range of
information stickiness conditions faced by market researchers and developers.
42. "Sticky" Information
The "stickiness" of a given unit of information in any given instance is
defined as the incremental expenditure required to transfer that unit of
information to a specified site in a form usable by a given information seeker
(von Hippel 1994). When this cost is low, information stickiness is low; when it
is high, stickiness is high.
The stickiness of a given unit of information is affected by attributes of the
information itself, and also by attributes of and choices made by information
seekers and information providers. For example, if a particular information
seeker is inefficient or less able in acquiring information unit x , (e.g., because of
a lack of certain tools or complementary information) or if a particular
information provider decides to charge for access to unit x, the stickiness of that
unit of information will be higher than it might be under other conditions. The
stickiness of a given unit of information is not immutable, and can be affected by
investment to that end. For example, firms can invest in encoding some types of
skills held by expert employees into the more easily transferrable form of
specialized software "expert systems"(Davis 1986) able to partially emulate those
skills.
It has not always been clear that information might be significantly sticky.
Indeed, the central tendency in economic theorizing has been to view information
as costlessly transferable, and much of the research on the special character of
markets for information has been based precisely on this characteristic (e.g.,
Arrow 1962, 614-15). However, more recently it has become clear that the
costs of information transfer vary significantly and can be quite substantial
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990, Griliches 1957, Mansfield 1968, Nelson 1982
&1990, Pavitt 1987, Rosenberg 1982, Teece 1977). For example, Teece, in a
study of 26 international technology transfer projects, found that the costs
5associated with transferring nonembodied technical knowledge to a new site
ranged from 2 percent to 59 percent, and averaged 19 percent of total project
costs - a very considerable fraction (Teece 1977, 245, 247).
A full discussion of sticky information has been provided elsewhere (von
Hippel 1994) and will not be repeated here. Instead, we will illustrate the
phenomenon and its relevance to the concerns of marketing research by
reviewing and illustrating two common causes of high information transfer costs -
the nature of information encoding and the amount of information that must be
transferred during the course of product and service development.
Information Encoding
It is well understood that some information held by users or manufacturers
is encoded in explicit terms, while other information is "tacit." Polanyi points
out that many human skills and much human expertise are tacit, and illustrates the
point by noting that "the aim of a skilful performance is achieved by the
observance of a set of rules which are not known as such to the person following
them" (Polanyi 1958, 49, italicized in original). For example, swimmers are
probably not aware of the rules they employ to keep afloat, e.g., in exhaling,
they do not completely empty their lungs, nor are medical experts generally
aware of the rules they follow in order to reach a diagnosis of various symptoms.
"Indeed," he says, "even in modern industries the indefinable knowledge is still an
essential part of technology." And, Polanyi reasons, "an art which cannot be
specified in detail cannot be transmitted by prescription, since no prescription for
it exists. It can be passed on only by example from master to apprentice..." - a
relatively costly mode of transfer (ibid., 52,53).
Tacit information is important to market researchers and designers because
both the use and the development of products and services generally involves
human expertise or skill. For example, manufacturer-based designers who wish
6to develop a flotation aid for swimmers will be aided by knowing swimmers' tacit
rules, so that their design can work in harmony with those rules. Similarly, a
user - a swimmer - who wishes to design a flotation aid for swimmers will be
aided by knowing some of the manufacturer-based designers' explicit and tacit
information regarding practical and producible product design.
The richness of tacit information, and the difficulty of transferring it from
person to person or place to place (e.g, from user to manufacturer or vice versa)
is nicely illustrated in a study by Barley and Bechky (1994) which documents
efforts by some cell culture technicians to transfer their partially tacit skills to
others:
"Talk in both [cell culture] labs routinely centered on the relevance
of colors, shapes and patterns, and occasionally on sounds and smells. For
instance, the MAb lab's research support specialist constantly referred to
the importance of "keeping the cells happy," an idiom she shared with
other cell culture specialists. ... To ensure healthy cells, cell culture
specialists continually monitored differences in the cells' shape and color as
well as changes in the visible properties of the media in which they grew.
A sense for the semiotic nature of the work can be gleaned from notes
taken as the MAb lab's research support specialist (Sally) trained an
inexperienced technician (Mary) to evaluate a [cell] fusion. The discourse
turned on calling the technician's attention to the meaning of visible cues:
[Sally and Mary took turns peering through a microscope. Sally looked
first. Then, as Mary looked, Sally told her what to notice.] Sally asked
Mary to look at the cells. ... Sally called Mary's attention to a well in
which the medium has turned dark yellow, a sign that the well contained
many hybridomas. As Mary examined the well, Sally noted that the
"stretched out" cells on the bottom of the well were fibroblasts. Mary
asked how you could tell if a cell was a hybrid. Sally responded that if it
weren't it would eventually die, and that dead cells looked "dark and
grainy."
"Although instrument manuals and textbooks discussed many of the
signs crucial to the practices of both labs, the staff claimed that only by
experience could one become an accomplished interpreter. Experience was
deemed critical for two reasons. First, considerable information was
7carried by subtle differences in shading and pattern. Second, like spoken
languages, technological codes exhibited "dialects" or local variations.
These variations were often tied to peculiarities of specific cell lines,
machines, and experiments. Hence, experienced research support
specialists and technicians made use of signs that could not be found in
textbooks, and that were difficult to define except ostensively. Partially for
this reason, practices successful in one lab often failed in another unless
technicians from the first trained technicians from the second (for similar
observations see Cambrosio and Keating, 1988; Jordan and Lynch, 1992) .
(Barley and Bechky 1994 p. 98-9)
This case describes difficulties in the transfer of relatively technical
information and skills. However, consider that more common skills such as those
associated with making a cake ("fold the egg whites until they appear slightly
stiff") or conducting a conversation via telephone ("he hesitated very slightly
before answering - I think he may disagree with my suggestion") are also
complex and partially held in tacit form by those possessing them. Therefore, we
may expect that some key information related to these more common skills will
also be difficult to encode and transfer economically to others.
Amount of Information
The cost of transferring information called for by a problem-solver from
one location to another can be very high even when the needed information has a
low stickiness per "unit" - simply because a great deal of such information may
be needed by product and service designers. To understand why this is so,
consider that a user's need and use environment and/or the solution skills and
solution environment of manufacturer-based designers can contain a myriad of
highly specific attributes. When this is the case, it will not be cost-effective to
simply transfer all information related to one of these environments to the other.
Nor will it be possible to identify and transfer to designers only that subset of
information that they will find relevant during their problem-solving work. This
8is because the relevant subset of information is contingent upon the solution path
designers take during their problem-solving work. And, since the problems
designers work on are "ill-structured" onesl, the path and outcome of their
problem-solving work cannot be predicted in advance. As illustration of both
points, consider a case drawn from von Hippel and Tyre (1994), which involves
difficulties associated with transferring need-related information from a user
environment to manufacturer-based designers.
Problem of the Yellow Circuit Board
A process machine development group was asked by a computer
manufacturer to design a "component placing machine" to be used in the
assembly of printed circuit boards. The machine's function would be to
automate the task of placing large integrated circuits at precise locations on
those boards. Process machine designers collected information on needs
and the use environment from the potential users of the component placing
machine, and then began development. As development proceeded, the
designers created a machine that was made up of two major components: a
"machine vision system" that was used to determine the proper location for
each integrated circuit being placed on a circuit board being processed, and
1Well structured problems are defined as those for which one can precisely specify a
process of trial and error that will lead to a desired solution in a practical amount of time (Reitman
1965, Simon 1973, Pople 1982). For example, a traveling salesman problem can be well
structured, because one can precisely specify a generator of alternative solutions and a solution
testing procedure that are guaranteed to eventually identify the best solution. However, "In
general, the problems presented to problem solvers by the world are best regarded as ill structured
problems. They become well structured problems only in the process of being prepared for the
problem-solvers. It is not exaggerating much to say that there are no well structured problems,
only ill structured problems that have been formalized for problem-solvers." (Simon 1973 p. 186).
Ill structured problems may involve an unknown "solution space" (a precisely specifiable
domain(s) in which the solution is known to lie). They may also involve unknown or uncertain
alternative solution pathways, inexact or unknown connections between means and ends and/or
other difficulties. Ill-structured problems are solved by a process of first generating one or more
(typically several) alternative solutions. These may or may not be the best possible solutions - one
has no way of knowing. These alternatives are then tested against a whole array of requirements
and constraints (Marples 1961, Simon 1981 p.149). Test outcomes are used to revise and refine
the solutions under development, and - generally - progress is made in this way towards an
acceptable result.
9a robot arm and hand that physically picked up the integrated circuits and
placed them at those locations.
The input to the machine vision system was a small video camera
used to search for particular metalized patterns on the surface of boards
being processed. In order for the vision system to function properly, it
was necessary that the video camera be able to "see" these metalized
patterns clearly against the background color of the board surface itself.
The vision system functioned properly in the lab when tested with sample
boards from the user plant. However, when it was introduced into the
factory, it sometimes failed. Development engineers came to the field to
investigate, and found that the failures were occurring when boards that
were light yellow in color were being processed.
The fact that boards being processed were sometimes light yellow
was a surprise to the machine developers. Factory personnel knew that the
boards they processed varied in color, but had not volunteered this
information because they did not know that the developers would be
interested. Early in the machine development process, they had simply
provided samples of boards used in the factory to the machine development
group. And, as it happened, these samples were green in color. On the
basis of the samples, developers had then (implicitly) assumed that all
boards processed in the field were green. It had not occurred to them to
ask users, "how much variation in board color do you generally
experience?" Thus, they had designed the vision system to work
successfully with boards that were green.
In retrospect, one can say that the product (a process machine in this case)
being developed failed to meet user expectations because an element of
information about the use environment had not been transferred from user to
manufacturer. Why had it not been? After all, the information on board color
variations was known to the users. To understand the difficulties that can attend
transferring the "obvious," consider first that the aspect of the use environment at
issue in the yellow board case was a very narrow and specific one. That is, the
problem with the board was not that it had "physical properties," nor that it had a
color. The problem was precisely that the boards were yellow, and a particular
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shade of yellow at that. Since a circuit board - indeed, most components - have
many attributes in addition to color (shape, size, weight, chemical composition,
resonant frequency, dielectric constant, flexibility, etc., etc.) it is likely that
market researchers seeking to collect all of the information about the user and use
environment required to design the product in a way that was precisely
responsive to the need would have to analyze a very large (perhaps unfeasibly
large) number of potentially problematic items and interactions to achieve this.
Note next that the problem caused by the yellow color of the board was
contingent on the particular solution to the component placing problem selected
and developed by the engineer, and this was only done during the problem-
solving work of engineering design. That is, the color of printed circuit boards
in the user factory became relevant only when engineers, during the course of
their development of the component placer, decided to use a vision system in the
component-placing machine they were designing; the fact that the boards were
yellow only became relevant when the engineers chose a video camera and
lighting that could not distinguish the metalized patterns on the board against a
yellow background. Since engineers often change the alternatives they are
developing during the course of their development work (Marples 1961, Allen
1966), it follows that the relevance to designers of any particular item of
information bearing on product or service needs - or potential solutions to those
needs - can also change frequently during the development process.
In sum, then, we see that some of the need and/or solution information that
developers require is likely to be sticky in many product and service development
projects.
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3. Sticky Information and the Locus of Product and Service Design Activities
Creation of new products or services that are accurately responsive to user
need requires that designers have access to both need information and solution
information. In the case of product and service design, two information bases
located - at least, initially - in physically different places, are typically important
for successful problem solving. The first is information on need, located initially
with the user. The second is information on solution technologies, located
initially at the site of the manufacturer.
Consider three patterns for bringing need information and solution
information together with problem-solvers at a common location (Figure 1).
Each involves a different subdivision of innovation-related tasks between user and
manufacturer, and involves the transfer of different information between these
two parties as well.
Manufacturer-based design (Figure la) begins with the transfer of need
information from users to manufacturers by marketing research and/or sales
personnel. Development is then carried out by manufacturer-based designers
who draw on the need information that has been transferred to them plus solution
information already located at the manufacturer site to create a new product or
service that is responsive to user need. Manufacturer-based design is the
conventional wisdom as to how product and service development should proceed,
and the pattern is doubtless familiar to every reader. (Current marketing
research methods are designed to support the manufacturer-based design
partitioning of innovation-related tasks.)
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(la) Manufacturer-Based Design
Manufacturer-based design tasks
Have Solution Inf ormation -
Acquire User Need Information from User
Combine to Design Responsive Product
User-based design task
C . Have User Need Informatio
(lb) User-Based Design
Manufacturer-based design task
Have Solution Information
User-based design tasks
Have User Need Information
~ Acquire Solution Information from Mfr
.Combine to Design Responsive Product
User and Manufacturer-Based Desi mgn
Manufacturer-based activity User-based activity
manufacturer draws on local
capability information to
develop prototype
responsive to specifications
manufacturer iterates
until user satisfied
4<00
user draws on local need information
to specify desired product or service
user evaluates prototype, drawing
on local information regarding
application context, and improves/
changes specifications as evidence
dictates
user iterates until satisfied
Figure 1: Three alternative arrangements of product and service design tasks.
Which will be preferred in a given instance depends on the relative stickiness of
user-based and manufacturer-based information in that case. (When both need
and solution-related information are not sticky, any of the patterns can be used
with equal economy from the point of view of information transfer costs.)
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User-based design (Figure lb) involves a user developing a new product or
service to satisfy his or her own need. The process begins with the transfer of
solution information to users. User-based designers then combine that solution
information with their own internal need data, and design responsive new
products or services for themselves. User-based designers acquire the solution
information they need by drawing on solution "kits" supplied by a manufacturer
for that purpose or by assembling the solution information and components and
tools they need from a range of manufacturers and other sources. As an
illustration of the former approach, consider Object Oriented Programming
languages (OOPs). Manufacturers of OOPs basically are in the business of
creating and selling "user-friendly" software development tool kits. User-based
designers acquire these kits and use them to design software products for
themselves that are responsive to their own needs. As an illustration of the latter
approach, consider the design activities of production engineers who select and
assemble equipment supplied by manufacturers into a customized production
system. Similarly, consider the design activities of individual consumers who
select and purchase manufacturer-supplied components such as telephone
answering machines and note pads and computers and desks and chairs and
integrate these into a home office workplace of their own devising.
Finally, in the case of iterative user and manufacturer-based design (Figure
ic), neither sticky need information nor sticky solution information is transferred
from its original site. Instead, problem-solving activity is shifted iteratively
between user(s) and manufacturer(s) as sticky information located at these two
sites is drawn upon by problem solvers. Iteration between the two sites occurs -
rather than a one-time access to each site - because problem solving in general
(Barron 1988, 43-47) and technical problem solving in particular (Marples 1961,
Allen 1966) has trial and error as a prominent feature. If and as each cycle of a
trial and error process requires access to sticky information located at more than
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one site, iterative shiftings of problem solving activity among sticky information
sites will occur as problem solving proceeds.
The "rapid prototyping" method used today by some software developers
offers a good illustration of iterative user and manufacturer-based design. In that
method, manufacturers respond to initially perceived needs for new software by
quickly developing and delivering to users an inexpensive, easy to modify,
working model that simulates key aspects of the functionality of the planned new
software. Users then use the prototype in their own setting on their own data and
clarify and modify their perceptions of their needs as a result of this experience.
They then relay requests for change or new features to the software developers,
who respond by drawing on their own sticky information and tools to make
modifications to the prototype. A revised prototype is then sent to the user, and
this process of iteration between developer and user is repeated until an
acceptable fit between need and solution is found.
We hypothesize that, for any given design project, those with the power to
do so will select the pattern of innovation process activities that minimizes their
information transfer costs, other things being equal. If we assume that a user and
a manufacturer with information relevant to a given project will try to minimize
their joint information transfer costs, we reason that manufacturer-based design
(Figure la) will be preferred for projects where solution information is sticky at
the manufacturer's site and need-related information is not sticky; that user-based
design (Figure lb) will be preferred for projects that involve sticky need
information and non-sticky solution-related information; and, finally, that
iterative user and manufacturer-based design (Figure c) will be preferred for
design projects involving sticky need information and sticky solution information.
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A Model
A simple schematic model can be used to compare the relative efficiencies
of user-based and manufacturer-based design with respect to information transfer
costs. Assume that the efficiency of user vs manufacturer based design in any
particular instance will vary as a function of: (1) The amount (Iu) and the
stickiness (Su) of user-based need information that must be transferred from user
to manufacturer if the problem is to be solved via manufacturer-based design; (2)
the amount (Im) and the stickiness (Sm) of manufacturer-based solution
information that must be transferred from manufacturer to user if the problem is
to be solved via user-based design; (3) the cost of design activities when carried
out at the user (Du) or the manufacturer (Dm) location. The relative efficiency
of user-based and manufacturer-based design in a particular instance can then be
represented as:
User-based design costs = (Im +Dl
Mfr-based design costs (IuSu + Dm)
The relative efficiency of iterative user and manufacturer-based design for a
given project can also be assessed using this general model. To do so one would
periodically recalculate model values as problem-solving work progressed, in
order to determine the points at which shifting between user-based and
manufacturer-based design activities would be effective.
Note that the information addressed by our model is not all need-related or
solution-related information required by project designers, but rather only to that
portion of the required information that is not already in the designer's
possession, and so must be transferred to him or her during the course of the
project. To illustrate this distinction, consider a design project to create a cake
mix having a new flavor. New cake mixes are often developed using a
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manufacturer-based design process. Yet, the user need-related information
relevant to cake mix development is clearly very rich and complex, and arguably
involves a significant amount of sticky information that must somehow be
transferred from users to manufacturer-based designers.
For example, to design an acceptable cake mix, designers must understand
in detail what a cake is and what it should look like; understand the role it plays
in meals and social occasions; understand how it is eaten and so forth. They must
also understand what users expect a "cake mix" to be, understand the nature of
the baking skills users possess, the nature of the kitchen equipment commonly
available to users, etc.. Despite this need for complex and sticky need-related
information, manufacturer-based designers may have no difficulty creating a
successful cake mix. Both designers and users share a rich cultural context which
includes cakes and cake mixes, and so the designers already know the great bulk
of the need-related information they will require. Under these conditions,
therefore, the information which is not already in the designer's possession and
so must be transferred from user to designer may be relatively limited and non-
sticky - consisting, for example, only of user perceptions and preferences
regarding the proposed new cake mix flavor.
The variables in our model, information amount (I) and information
stickiness (S), will be usually difficult to specify and measure under real-world
conditions for a number of reasons. For example, consider that designers may
change a problem as they work on it - and as a result change the nature and
amount of information they may require to solve it. Further, recall that
information stickiness is determined by the attributes of information providers
and users as well as on attributes of the information itself. Nonetheless, the
model can serve as a useful conceptual tool to help us think about and perhaps
even "guesstimate" the relative cost-effectiveness of user-based vs manufacturer-
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based design in cases or circumstances of interest. Consider the following two
cases as illustration.
Suppose, first, that the product design task in question is the creation of a
new generation of computer memory chips (DRAMs). We may speculate that
the novel user need information required by the DRAM designers in that case
will be relatively small in amount and relatively non-sticky - essentially
consisting, let us say, of "make it function like the last generation - but faster and
cheaper, please." In contrast, it is reasonable that the solution information
required to create a new generation of DRAM chips will be very rich and
complex and, since DRAMs are at the frontier of the chipmaking art, will be held
partially in tacit form in the minds of talented design and process engineers.
Thus, we reason that ImSm > IuSu in this instance. Next, with respect to design
costs, note that the design of a new generation of DRAMs requires experiments
carried out on complex and costly laboratory equipment. DRAM manufacturers
already have much of the needed equipment and related expertise in use and
available for a DRAM design project: DRAM users do not. On this basis we may
speculate that Dm < Du in the case of DRAM design. Placing these guesstimated
values in our model leads us to conclude that DRAM design will be more
economically carried out via manufacturer-based rather than via user-based
design.
As a second example, suppose that the design task in question is the creation
of a curved-wire probe with a loop at the end to be used by surgeons as a tool to
aid in the removal of plaque from the walls of certain arteries during heart
operations. Here we reason that the relevant solution information (consisting, let
us say, of how one bends and forms the grade of wire used in such surgical tools)
is relatively small in amount and non-sticky. In contrast, it is likely that the user-
based need information is both voluminous and largely tacit, consisting of the
complex interactions between the surgeons' skill and the characteristics of
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patients' bodies and arteries and of plaque. Thus, we conclude that ImSm < IuSu
in this case. Further, testing and adjusting proposed designs for the probe
involves problem-solving under real or very realistic operating theatre
conditions. Such conditions are routinely available to practicing heart surgeon
users, but not to instrument manufacturers. Therefore it is likely that (Dm > Du).
Placing these values in our model leads us to conclude that this surgical
instrument design task will be most economically carried out via user-based
design rather than via manufacturer-based design. 2
2 Note that our schematic model addresses the relative efficiency of user-based vs
manufacturer-based design from the point of view of an individual user or manufacturer only. If
we wish to consider the matter from the point of view of an entire market, we must add
information on matters such as the relative number of users and manufacturers participating in that
market, the power and incentives they may have with respect to forcing other parties to bear any
information transfer costs, the relative efficiency with which user-based versus manufacturer-based
designs diffuse once they are developed and so forth.
For example, if both user-developed designs and manufacturer-developed designs diffuse
equally well or poorly, then the equation given earlier holds independent of market structure
considerations. If diffusion efficiency differs, however, the relative number of users and
manufacturers interested in a given design does affect market-level efficiencies for user-based vs
manufacturer-based design. Suppose, for example, that several or many users (n) have an
identical need for a given new product or service. Suppose further that users who design a
solution would absolutely refuse to share their design information, while manufacturers who
undertake manufacturer-based design would share that information freely by selling the product or
service embodying it. In that case, the equation given earlier would change to:
User-based design costs = (IASm + Do
Mfr-based design costs (IuSu + Dm)/n
on a per user basis. In other words, under such conditions the relative efficiency of manufacturer-
based design at the level of a market would increase as the number of potential users of a given
product or service design increases In fact, however, there may well be no major difference in the
rate of diffusion of design information developed by users or by manufacturers. It has been found
that detailed information on user-developed processes and process machinery diffuses to rival
users in a matter of months (Mansfield 1985). Further, "lead user" market research studies have
shown users generally willing to share their design information with inquiring manufacturers
(Urban and von Hippel 1988, Herstatt and von Hippel 1990). Once user design information has
been transferred to even a single manufacturer, further diffusion can occur via the same route as
that taken by manufacturer-developed design information - by the sale of products or services that
embody it.
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Some Evidence
Our model is based on the assumption that problem-solving activities will
be located so as to minimize joint user and manufacturer information transfer
costs, other things being equal. This assumption certainly requires test and
refinement, but we can note that extant research findings are compatible with it.
Mowery and Rosenberg (1989, chap.4) examined the content of all projects
carried out by three major independent R&D contracting firms (the Mellon
Institute, the Battelle Memorial Institute and Arthur D. Little, Inc.) from 1900
and 1940. They found that the bulk of the projects carried out by the
independent R&D contractors were of a nature that required a relatively small
amount of firm-specific knowledge, and argued that the projects requiring large
amounts of such knowledge had been carried out in client firms' internal labs due
to the difficulties of transferring it to another site.
In a similar vein, Riggs and von Hippel (1994), in a study of 64 major
improvements affecting two types of scientific instruments, found that 82% of
the innovations that allowed users to do qualitatively new types of things were
developed by users. In sharp contrast, 87% of innovations that increased
instrument convenience and reliability were developed by manufacturers, as were
52% of the innovations that improved the instruments along known dimensions of
merit such as sensitivity and resolution. Information stickiness was not measured
in this study, but it seems likely that the need-related information required by
problem-solvers was stickiest for innovations in the first category. If so, the
preponderance of innovations by users in this category - that is, innovations
developed by problem-solving activities carried out at user sites - is what we
would expect given efforts to minimize information transfer costs.
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Type of improvement Innovation developed by:
provided by innovation %User %Mfr (n)
(1) New functional 82% 18% 17
capability
(2) Improvement to 13% 87% 24
convenience
or reliability
(3) Improvement to 48% 52% 23
sensitivity, resolution
or accuracy
Total 64
Table 1: Source of innovations by nature of improvement effected (Riggs
and von Hippel (1994 table 3)
There is also some empirical evidence bearing on our hypothesis that
iterative shiftings of problem-solving activity between user and manufacturer
sites may occur when both sites hold sticky information. Tyre and von Hippel
(1993, Figure 2) explored the innovation-related problem solving involved in
identifying and diagnosing 27 field failures in novel process equipment used to
automatically assemble complex circuit boards. They observed repeated shifts in
the locus of technical problem-solving activity occurring during this work, as
problem-solvers iteratively sought access to sticky information located at the
machine development laboratory or the factories where the novel machine was
being used. The number of shifts found ranged from 0 to 7, and averaged about
2.3 times per problem identified and diagnosed (Figure 2).
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Similarly, Kristensen (1992) found iterative shifts in the location of
problem-solving activities in many product development projects carried out by
103 Danish food manufacturers - shifts driven, it appears to us, by the need to
gain access to sticky information located at different sites. Thus, he describes the
process used by a Danish bakery firm developing a new frozen unbaked cake for
a British retail food chain. In this case the producer responded to an initial
request from the British customer by developing several prototypes of the
proposed cake and sending them to the customer to be baked, tasted, and smelled,
and evaluated on the basis of "local tastes and the situation they were meant for -
a type of social gathering not practiced in Denmark." Comments on the baked
cakes were then sent back to the producer, who adjusted the recipes accordingly,
"using his familarity with baking and with local raw materials." In total, "five
successive revised generations were sent during the course of three months before
the Danish producer and the UK retail chain's test kitchen reached the generation
of satisfactory variations." (Kristensen 1992, 204-5, 210).3
3 Note that iterative shiftings of design-related problem solving between user and
manufacturer will be less costly than the transfer of sticky information to a single problem-solving
locus given a key condition: The intermediate outputs of problem solving conducted at each locus
that are transferred between sites must be less sticky than the information operated upon to produce
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4. Sticky Information and New Marketing Research Methods
Present-day marketing research methods, ranging from multiattribute
analysis (Lancaster 1971, Silk and Urban 1978) to QFD (Hauser and Clausing
1988) to concept engineering (Burchill 1992, Shiba et. al. 1993) are designed to
collect need-related information from users and transfer it to manufacturer-based
personnel for analysis and responsive action. Such methods seek to implement
the "manufacturer-based design" partitioning of product and service design tasks.
As we have seen, manufacturer-based design can be cost-effective when the user
need information required by designers is relatively unsticky, but must encounter
difficulties when information related to user needs is sticky. Clearly, new market
research methods that are effective under the latter conditions would be useful. In
this section we review method developments on the part of a several researchers
that seem to us to be addressed to this goal, and suggest further opportunities as
well.
Marketing Research Methods and Iterative User and Manufacturer-Based Design
In some fields, marketing research methods have been developed that
specifically incorporate user-manufacturer iteration. We think further effort in
this direction would be useful. We also propose that it will be useful to develop
methods for converting design problems that draw on sticky information located
at two sites into subproblems that each draw on only one site of sticky
the outputs. Intuitively it seems reasonable that this will often be the case: Such an intermediate
output may be in the form of nonembodied information transferable at low cost, or it may be in the
form of a prototype that can be economically transferred. For example, an artist may not be able to
transfer all information involved in the creative process that brings him or her to specify to a
supplier, "I need a green paint of precisely X hue and luminance." However, that (nonembodied)
need specification is very simple and precise, and it can be transferred at very low cost. Similarly,
the responding paint manufacturer may be able to create and transfer the requested shade of green
to the artist (embodied in a prototype or final product), but not be able to transfer the complex
knowledge drawn on by that firm's chemists to achieve the feat.
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information. We will argue that such conversions can be very useful to
manufacturers and users of many products and services. They are currently
being done on an ad hoc basis in some fields but, to our knowledge, marketing
research methods to clarify and routinize the procedure have not yet been
developed.
With respect to the first proposal, recall that iterative relocation of design
activities between user and manufacturer is indicated when both need information
and solution information required by product and service designers is sticky.
Under these conditions traditional methods will not do, because one cannot expect
to fully and accurately transfer need-related information to manufacturer-based
designers. As illustration, consider the traditional, specification-driven
("waterfall") method of software development. In that traditional method,
systems analysts based at the software developer meet with users at the start of a
project to determine user needs and agree on a written product requirements
specification. Developers then work isolated from further user contact until the
completed product is delivered months or even years later. All too often,
software developed according to this method has been "late, over budget and not
what the customer wanted" (Zelkowitz 1980, 1037).
Introduction of meaningful iteration into such methods involves breaking
manufacturer design activities into a series of steps that each produce an output
that can serve as the basis for significant user-based problem-solving. The "rapid
prototyping," method of software development mentioned earlier illustrates how
this can be done. Rapid prototyping begins with manufacturers responding to
initial user need inputs by quickly developing and delivering to users (usually
within weeks) an inexpensive, easy to modify, working model that simulates
important components of the functionality of the proposed new software. Users
then learn by using the prototype in their own setting on their own data and
clarify their needs, in part by drawing on their tacit knowledge and experience
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(Gronbaek 1989, 114-16). Users then relay requests for change or new features
to the software developers, who respond by drawing on their own sticky
information and tools to make modifications to the prototype. Some of these
modifications are minor, such as altering report formats, and some are major,
such as implementing a new feature or modifying the basic structure of the
prototype (Feld 1990, 14). A revised prototype is then sent to the user, and this
process of iteration between developer and user is repeated until an acceptable fit
between need and solution is found.
A number of individual case studies and experiments have shown that rapid
prototyping methods "better satisfy true user requirements and produce
information and functionality that is more complete, more accurate, and more
meaningful [than do traditional, non-iterative methods]" (Connell and Shafer
1989, 15; Boehm, Gray, and Seewaldt 1984; Gomaa 1983) - a result that we
would expect when both need and solution information are sticky.
Rapid prototyping methods appear to be appropriate for iterative user and
manufacturer-based problem-solving in many fields. When manufacturers create
partial or full product and service prototypes, they embody their sticky solution
information in a form that can be shifted to user sites. Users at those sites can
then apply sticky need-related information to test and improve those prototypes
during the development process. Relatively recent technological advances are
making rapid prototyping methods steadily more cost-effective by reducing the
costs of creating appropriate prototypes. For example, software prototyping
costs are being reduced by object oriented programming; mechanical prototyping
costs are being reduced by computer aided design and manufacture (CAD-CAM);
electronic prototyping costs are being reduced by the introduction of integrated
circuits (EPLDs) that users can tailor for their custom application using only a
personal computer.
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We now turn to our second proposal for research and method development
related to iterative user and manufacturer-based design. The "iteration solution"
to the problem of needing to draw repeatedly on two or more sites of sticky data
during problem-solving can represent the most economical partitioning of a given
product or service development project - but it may still be undesirably costly.
The reason is that there are costs and time lags inevitably associated with starting
up and shutting down problem-solving activities - and patterns such as iterative
user and manufacturer-based design incur these costs several times in a single
project. Accordingly, if a product or service design problem as originally given
requires access to two or more sites of sticky information during the course of
problem-solving, it may be desirable to change the original problem by
converting it into subproblems that each require access to only one such site.
This can be done by "reframing" design problems and/or changing the stickiness
of some key information.
As a schematic illustration of reframing, suppose that a pipe manufacturer
is given the job of designing a special pipe that must cross a busy construction
project, and suppose that this pipe must be manufactured with many precisely-
located turns and bends to avoid interfering with sites of present and potential
construction activity. Clearly this problem, framed in this way, is appropriate
for iterative user and manufacturer-based design. Information about the pathway
the pipe must follow is sticky - complex and unpredictably changing as
construction proceeds - so transfer of need information to the manufacturer
would be quite costly. Nor can the manufacturer easily transfer solution
information to the user - the process of designing curves into the pipe is quite
sticky, requiring an understanding of shapes that can be cast successfully in a
metal foundry. The result will clearly be a lot of iteration between user and
manufacturer before the design is gotten right.
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Next reframe the original problem into two subproblems: (1) how to
design a flexible pipe that can be bent by users at field sites without
compromising its ability to function and, (2) design of a pathway across the
construction site for the pipe that will not interfere with construction activities.
The pipe manufacturer can now address problem (1), design of a flexible pipe, by
drawing only on sticky information located at the manufacturer site, while the
user can address problem (2), locating the pipe, by drawing only on information
located at the user site. Thus, this reframing of the problem eliminates the need
to iterate between user and manufacturer during problem-solving in order to gain
access to sticky information.
As a real world case of reframing in conjuction with unsticking some key
information, consider the problem-solving work involved in designing an
integrated circuit for a custom application. In this design problem, two sticky
data bases are central to the problem-solving work: (1) information at the circuit
user locus involving a rich and complex understanding of both the overall
application in which the custom integrated circuit will play a role and the specific
function required of that circuit; (2) information at the circuit manufacturer
locus involving a rich and complex understanding of the constraints and
possibilities of the silicon fabrication process that the manufacturer uses to
produce integrated circuits.
Traditionally, custom integrated circuits were developed via an iterative
user and manufacturer-based design process involving a circuit user possessing
sticky need information and an integrated circuit manufacturer possessing sticky
information about designing and producing custom integrated circuits. That
process began with a user specifying the functions that the custom chip was to
perform to a circuit design specialist employed by the integrated circuit
manufacturer. The chip would then be designed at the manufacturer locus, and
an (expensive) prototype would be produced and sent to the user. Testing by the
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user would typically reveal faults in the chip and/or the initial specification,
responsive changes would be made, a new prototype built, and so forth.
More recently, the Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) method
of making custom integrated circuits has come into wide practice. In the ASIC
method, the overall problem of designing custom circuits has been reframed into
two new subproblems which each draw on only one locus of sticky information,
thereby eliminating the need to iterate between two such sites in the design
process. The manufacturer of ASICs draws on its own sticky information to
develop and improve the fabrication processes in its manufacturing plant, a
"silicon foundry." The manufacturer also draws on its own sticky information to
design "standard" silicon wafers that contain an array of unconnected circuit
elements such as logic gates. These standard circuit elements arrays are designed
by the manufacturer to be interconnectable into working integrated circuits by
the later addition of custom interconnection layers designed in accordance with
the needs of specific users.
To facilitate this user task, the manufacturer has invested in unsticking
some key information related to the capabilities of its production process, and has
encoded it in the form of a user-friendly Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
software package. With the aid of this CAD tool, users can design a custom
interconnection layer design to meet their specific application needs and yet stay
within the production capabilities of the manufacturer's silicon foundry. The
software also allows the user to simulate the function of the custom circuit under
design, and to conduct trial-and-error experiments. Taken together, these
capabilities allow the user to both design a circuit, and to refine need
specifications and the desired circuit function through an iterative process that
draws only on sticky information located at the user site.
Instances of problem reframing to escape iterative user and manufacturer-
based design can be seen in a number of fields. The development of "desk-top
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publishing," to replace iterative problem-solving between a graphic designer and
an author, is one such example. More generally, there is a trend in software
(Feld 1990) and other fields towards "empowering users" by reframing products
and service design problems in such a way as to create the possibility for user-
based design activities that can be conducted independent of the manufacturer.
(For example, software manufacturers might create a line of user-friendly
programming "tool boxes." Users would then draw on their own sticky
information to create software precisely adapted to their needs.) Such reframings
offer a way for manufacturers to seek economies by producing standard
products, while at the same time enabling users to carry out the problem solving
needed to adapt these to specific local needs and conditions.
Currently, the problem-solving work involved in reframing design
problems to deal with sticky information transfer issues is not supported by
marketing research methods. We propose that it will be useful to develop such
methods, but do not ourselves yet understand the shape they should take.
However, we can note that those who wish to develop methods of this kind can
draw upon literature that has explored the subdivision of tasks for problem-
solving purposes (e.g, Marples 1961, Alexander 1964, Simon 1973, von Hippel
1990), and upon expertise in fields such as software where reframings of the
desired kind have successfully achieved.
Marketing Research Methods and User-Based Design
In user-based design, as is shown in figure 1, information regarding needs
for new products and services is both generated within and used within user
firms. This means that manufacturers that produce products and services created
via user-based design can do so without having to understand the user needs they
satisfy. (For example, in the ASIC process of integrated circuit design and
manufacture that we reviewed above, circuit manufacturers were able to produce
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circuits that were accurately responsive to user needs without themselves having
to understand those needs.) If the traditional role of manufacturer-based
marketing research is to understand user needs, what tasks can or should it adopt
in the case of user-based design? Some researchers have shown that it will be
useful to identify user-developed products or services that may be profitably
produced by manufacturers. In addition, we propose that it will be useful to
develop methods for sensing when the boundaries appropriate to user-based
design are crossed.
With respect to first point, note that users design and fabricate products
and services to serve their own needs, and do not necessarily know or care
whether others would have an interest in the same design. However, there is
evidence that sometimes others will find a user-designed product or service
valuable, and that in such cases a user-developed product or service may
represent a commercially attractive opportunity for a manufacturer. (The
potential commercial value of user-developed innovations has been documented in
a number of fields by tracing samples of commercially significant innovations to
their origins. Many have been found to have been initially designed, prototyped
and applied by users [e.g., von Hippel 1976 & 1988, Shaw 1985]).
Novel marketing research methods will be useful to identify the subset of
user designs and innovations that may be commercially attractive from a
manufacturer's point of view. One extant method that can serve this purpose
seeks to identify "lead users" who are both in advance with respect to a general
marketplace need, and who have a high incentive to innovate with respect to that
need. The method has been executed successfully in a number of applications
(Urban and von Hippel 1988, Herstatt and von Hippel 1990). A variant of this
method directly searches for published reports of innovations by users and then
screens these for commercial attractiveness from a manufacturer's point of view
(Bailetti and Guild 1991). (Once a promising user innovation has been identified,
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it is usually not difficult to transfer the information required to reproduce it
from user to manufacturer - even though the need-related information relevant
to that innovation might have been too sticky to transfer. This is because
information related to user designs is typically encoded in physical prototypes in
the case of products, and in explicitly specified routines and behaviors in the case
of services.)
With respect to the second point, note that user-based designers incorporate
manufacturer-produced products and services as components in their designs
and/or use them as tools to execute those designs. Thus, user-based designers of
custom integrated circuits require manufacturer-supplied CAD tools and wafers
to design and fabricate those custom circuits. Similarly, users who design and
build their own custom furniture require manufacturer-produced components
(such as wood, nails and glue) and tools (pencils, saws, hammers, and glue guns)
to execute their designs.
Manufacturer-supplied components and tools have limits with respect to the
range of conditions they can address. Thus, an ASIC manufacturer will inform
the user-designer that the space on a single custom chip is limited, and that he or
she will only be able to fit a circuit of up to x "size" (e.g., up to x thousands of
logic gates) on a single chip. Similarly, the manufacturer of nails specifies that a
single nail of x size can only support y weight and that it will or will not rust if
placed in contact with water. When the user wishes to design within the
constraints specified, the manufacturer need not modify the standard tool or
component it supplies for that user, and the user can proceed with user-based
problem-solving activities independent of the manufacturer. However, when the
user wishes to design outside of the specified constraints, the problem he or she is
addressing is thereby converted from one appropriate to user-based design to one
requiring iterative user and manufacturer-based design or to one including a
subproblem addressable via manufacturer-based design.
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It would be useful, we think, to develop marketing research methods to
sense when users are approaching the limits of a given manufacturer-supplied
product, service or tool, and initiate appropriate manufacturer-based responses.
Sometimes user-based designers themselves will take the initiative to begin an
iterative user and manufacturer design process or a related manufacturer-based
design process by contacting manufacturers when they reach such a limit. (For
example, a user designer who has a strong need to "put just a few more
transistors" on a single chip than silicon foundry rules allow may well call up
foundry engineers to "see if we can work something out.") When this is the case
market researchers might find it useful to screen such requests looking for
common needs and attractive opportunities. In other cases, however, user
designers affected by a limitation on a particular manufacturer-supplied
component may simply substitute a different component or design approach
instead of informing the manufacturer of the problem. Developing marketing
research methods capable of initiating appropriate manufacturer responses under
these conditions will be more difficult.
Marketing Research Methods and Manufacturer-Based Design
Marketing research methods that implement manufacturer-based design
have been developed to a high level of sophistication. The ability of these
methods to (1) collect and (2) analyze sticky information can be improved, and
some are working to this end.
Today's market research methods typically collect need-related information
via individual or group interviews or questionnaires. Both methods clearly have
only a limited ability to transfer information that is sticky because it is poorly-
encoded (e.g., tacit information) or involves a great deal of detail - and yet we
have seen that manufacturer-based designers will often require the transfer of
information having these characteristics. A number of investigators are working
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to improve the effectiveness of procedures applicable to collecting sticky
information from users. Thus, Zaltman (1993) has improved interviewers ability
to collect non-verbal information during interviews by asking interviewees to
bring along and comment upon relevant visual materials. Others are
systematizing methods for collecting information during actual visits to customer
sites (Holtzblatt and Jones 1990, Shiba et al 1993). Holtzblatt and Jones (1990 p.
iii) explain the information transfer benefits of day-long field visits as follows:
"The contextual inquiry approach is based on field research techniques, and
focuses on interviewing users in their own context as they do actual
work.... If we just ask customers what they need, they are unable to tell us.
Customers are experts in their work, but they usually cannot articulate the
key elements of their work. Similarly, if we only observe customers'
actions, we might misinterpret the meaning of their actions. ... Whenever
we design, we have assumptions about the nature of the customers' work
and how technology solves their problems. These assumptions can be blind
spots that keep us from seeing information that challenges our assumptions.
Contextual inquiry provides a way to align our understanding with
customers' understanding. We expand our entering understanding by
probing things we do not understand, behavior that surprises us, and
problems behind solutions that customers offer. We share our
interpretations with customers to create a shared understanding.
After need-related information is collected, it is analyzed by manufacturer-
based market researchers. Current quantitative analytical methods tend to strip
much of the richness from need-related data that is collected from users, and
some are working on methodological improvements that can reduce such losses.
We can illustrate the problem by reference to "multiattribute" analytical methods
(Lancaster 1971, Silk and Urban 1978, Shocker and Srinivasan 1979, Urban and
Hauser 1994) that are frequently used in quantitative marketing research today.
Multiattribute analysis begins when the records of user interviews, site
visits, etc. are examined by a market researcher. The researcher's goal is to
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encode this qualitative information in the form of about 20 scalable, independent
component attributes which can be analyzed quantitatively. (The method used by
the analyst to identify or create the set of component attributes is typically some
formal or informal type of content analysis. The number of attributes identified
is limited to about 20 to make succeeding analytical work more tractable.) Once
a set of attributes has been specified, the stage for quantitative analysis has been
set. A consumer's perception of any particular product in the category can then
be expressed quantitatively terms of the amounts of each attribute the consumer
perceives it to contain, and the difference between any two products in the
category can be expressed as the differences in their attribute profiles. Potential
wants and demands for a product or service containing any mix of component
attributes can also be determined by including consumer data on the importance
and desirability of each of the component product attributes in the analysis.
It will be clear to the reader that quantitative analyses of this type can
produce very useful findings. It will also be clear, however, that the analyses are
based on only a small portion of the information that collected or collectable
from users. Current efforts to improve the richness of information actually
transferred to manufacturer-based designers of new products and services tend to
involve supplementing information generated by quantitative analyses with
qualitative information. Procedures such as QFD (Hauser and Clausing 1988)
and Customer Requirements Analyses (Shiba et al 1993) are then used to help
designers and marketers to integrate and manage both types of information
during the problem-solving work of product and service design.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have explored opportunities for the development and
improvement of marketing research methods that spring from an understanding
of the effects of sticky information on patterns and costs of information transfer.
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To this point, the great preponderance of method development has been focused
on bringing what we have termed "manufacturer-based design" methods to a high
level of efficiency. However, analyses of the effects of information stickiness
show that it will be useful to enhance marketing research methods related to user-
based and iterative user-manufacturer based patterns of design activities as well.
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